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Transcription factorsNociceptive neurons innervate the skin with complex dendritic arbors that respond to pain-evoking stimuli
such as harsh mechanical force or extreme temperatures. Here we describe the structure and development of
a model nociceptor, the PVD neuron of C. elegans, and identify transcription factors that control
morphogenesis of the PVD dendritic arbor. The two PVD neuron cell bodies occupy positions on either the
right (PVDR) or left (PVDL) sides of the animal in posterior–lateral locations. Imaging with a GFP reporter
revealed a single axon projecting from the PVD soma to the ventral cord and an elaborate, highly branched
arbor of dendritic processes that envelop the animal with a web-like array directly beneath the skin.
Dendritic branches emerge in a step-wise fashion during larval development and may use an existing
network of peripheral nerve cords as guideposts for key branching decisions. Time-lapse imaging revealed
that branching is highly dynamic with active extension and withdrawal and that PVD branch overlap is
prevented by a contact-dependent self-avoidance, a mechanism that is also employed by sensory neurons in
other organisms. With the goal of identifying genes that regulate dendritic morphogenesis, we used the
mRNA-tagging method to produce a gene expression proﬁle of PVD during late larval development. This
microarray experiment identiﬁedN2,000 genes that are 1.5X elevated relative to all larval cells. The enriched
transcripts encode a wide range of proteins with potential roles in PVD function (e.g., DEG/ENaC and Trp
channels) or development (e.g., UNC-5 and LIN-17/frizzled receptors). We used RNAi and genetic tests to
screen 86 transcription factors from this list and identiﬁed eleven genes that specify PVD dendritic structure.
These transcription factors appear to control discrete steps in PVD morphogenesis and may either promote
or limit PVD branching at speciﬁc developmental stages. For example, time-lapse imaging revealed that
MEC-3 (LIM homeodomain) is required for branch initiation in early larval development whereas EGL-44
(TEAD domain) prevents ectopic PVD branching in the adult. A comparison of PVD-enriched transcripts to a
microarray proﬁle of mammalian nociceptors revealed homologous genes with potentially shared
nociceptive functions. We conclude that PVD neurons display striking structural, functional and molecular
similarities to nociceptive neurons from more complex organisms and can thus provide a useful model
system in which to identify evolutionarily conserved determinants of nociceptor fate.lopmental Biology, Vanderbilt
iller).
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Somatosensory neurons detect external stimuli such as touch and
temperature. The nociceptor class of somatosensory neurons respondsto noxious stimuli to trigger the sensation of pain and to evoke aversive
behavior. Nociceptors typically display a complex, highly branched
arbor of dendritic processes directly beneath the skin. This feature of
nociceptor architecture has been widely observed in both vertebrate
and invertebrate organisms and thus is likely to reﬂect fundamental,
conserved mechanisms of development and function (Blackshaw et al.,
1982; McGlone and Reilly, 2010; Tracey et al., 2003). The elaborate
branching patterns that these sensory neurons display are constrained
by a basic organizing principle in which dendrites with shared sensory
function do not overlap and thus occupy separate spatial domains. The
term “tiling” refers to the segregation of receptive ﬁelds for sensory
neurons of common modality whereas “self-avoidance” describes the
19C.J. Smith et al. / Developmental Biology 345 (2010) 18–33tendency of dendritic branches from a single neuron (i.e., sister
dendrites) to avoid contact with each other. The mechanisms that
govern sister dendrite avoidance are largely unknown but may depend
on repulsive interactions mediated by speciﬁc cell surface components
(Long et al., 2009; Matthews et al., 2007).
Different classes of sensory neurons are distinguished by the size
and branching complexity of their dendritic arbors. Recent studies
have shown that these differences in dendritic architecture are
subject to transcriptional control (Crozatier and Vincent, 2008;
Grueber et al., 2003a; Jinushi-Nakao et al., 2007; Moore et al., 2002;
Parrish et al., 2006). For example, the branching complexity of
Drosophila embryonic sensory neurons is deﬁned by dose-dependent
expression of the Cut homeodomain protein (Grueber et al., 2003a). In
another case, the transcription factor Spineless may either promote or
limit dendritic branching in different classes of sensory neurons. The
context-dependent function of Spineless points to the likely role of
combinatorial mechanisms that modify transcription factor output
(Crews and Brenman, 2006; Kim et al., 2006). The general importance
of transcriptional control in dendritic morphogenesis is underscored
by a recent study in which a genome-wide RNAi screen identiﬁedN75
transcription factors with roles in somatosensory neuron architecture
(Parrish et al., 2006). It is noteworthy that homologs of many of these
transcription factors are expressed in vertebrate neurons (Gao, 2007;
Garel et al., 2002). Moreover, studies of mammalian neurons in
culture have shown that different classes of neurons maintain their
distinctive morphologies in vitro (Bartlett and Banker, 1984; Temple,
1989). Together these ﬁndings are indicative of evolutionarily
conserved genetic programs that drive intrinsic pathways of neuronal
differentiation (Scott and Luo, 2001). Although these genetic
approaches have now shown that transcription factors control key
features of dendritic morphogenesis, little is known of the down-
stream targets that deﬁne dendritic architecture (Parrish et al., 2007).
Studies in the nematode C. elegans have identiﬁed speciﬁc
nociceptive neurons that mediate avoidance responses to mechanical
force, temperature or noxious molecules(O'Hagan et al., 2005; Tobin
et al., 2002; Wittenburg and Baumeister, 1999). Although this
repertoire of sensory modalities parallels that of vertebrate nocicep-
tors, C. elegans nociceptive neurons typically adopt a much simpler
architecture with little or no dendritic branching (White et al., 1986).
A striking exception to this difference was described in recent reports
showing that the C. elegans PVD neuron displays a large and highly
branched dendritic arbor directly beneath the hypodermal “skin” that
envelops the worm (Halevi et al., 2002; Oren-Suissa et al., 2010; Tsalik
et al., 2003)(Albeg et al., manuscript submitted). The occurrence of
this elaborate subdermal array of PVD dendritic branches is also
consistent with an earlier ﬁnding that PVD mediates an avoidance
response to the application of harsh mechanical force to the external
surface of the animal (Way and Chalﬁe, 1989). Here we use live
imaging studies with a bright PVD-expressed GFP reporter gene to
provide a comprehensive description of PVD anatomy. We adopt a
simple classiﬁcation scheme for PVD dendritic branches (Oren-Suissa
et al., 2010) and use time-lapse imaging to describe their emergent
morphology and the developmental timing of each branching
decision. We ﬁnd that subsets of PVD branches fasciculate with an
underlying network of peripheral nerve cords, which are likely
sources of local guidance cues. Time-lapse imaging also revealed that
PVD dendritic morphology is sculpted by striking examples of self-
avoidance. To identify genes with potential roles in PVD differenti-
ation or function, we utilized a cell-speciﬁc microarray proﬁling
strategy to catalog PVD genes (Roy et al., 2002; Von Stetina et al.,
2007b). This approach revealedN2,000 highly expressed genes
encoding a wide array of proteins of different molecular classes. To
illustrate the utility of this data set, we used RNAi knockdown or
geneticmutants of 86 transcription factors from this list and identiﬁed
eleven genes that control PVD dendritic architecture. Thus, this report
ﬁrmly establishes the PVD neuron as a useful model for nociceptordevelopment and provides a detailed anatomical and molecular
foundation for future studies of nociceptor morphogenesis and
function that exploit the simplicity and genetic utility of C. elegans
biology.Results
PVD displays a net-like array of dendritic branches that envelops the
animal
C. elegans contains two PVD neurons (PVDL and PVDR), one on
each side of the adult animal. Both PVD neurons are generated post-
embryonically during the L2 larval stage from an ectodermal
precursor cell (V5). The PVD cell body is located in a posterior–lateral
sensory organ (postdeirid) that also includes other V5-derived cells
(Sulston and Horvitz, 1977). Reconstruction of the C. elegans nervous
system from electron micrographs (EM) of serial sections suggested a
relatively simple PVD architecture comprised of elongated, un-
branched lateral processes projecting from anterior and posterior
sides of each PVD soma and a single axon that grows downward to
enter the ventral nerve cord (White et al., 1986). However, images of
PVD obtained in the light microscope after immunostaining for a PVD-
expressed membrane receptor (Halevi et al., 2002; Yassin et al., 2001;
Yassin et al., 2002) or with a PVD-speciﬁc GFP reporter revealed a
much more elaborate morphology with many additional dendritic
branches(Tsalik and Hobert, 2003). Here we have used a bright PVD::
GFP marker (F49H12.4::GFP) (Watson et al., 2008) (Fig. 1) to reveal
that PVD architecture is deﬁned by a complex but well-ordered array
of non-overlapping sister dendrites and that the creation of this
structure involves a stereotypical series of branching decisions. The
single PVD axon projects downward from the PVD cell body to join the
ventral nerve cord. Dendritic branching, however, is much more
elaborate. A 1° dendritic branch extends from the PVD cell soma along
the anterior/posterior (A/P) axis at the location of the lateral nerve
fascicle (Fig. 1B and C). Orthogonal arrays of 2°, 3°, and 4° dendritic
branches envelop the animal along the dorsal/ventral (D/V) and
anterior/posterior (A/P) axes to produce a network of sensory
processes. A single 2° branch can be seen as the “stem” for a
“menorah-like” collection of 3° (“base”) and 4° (“candles”) branches
(Fig. 1B and C) (Oren-Suissa et al., 2010). A mature PVD (adult stage,
see below) exhibits ∼38 menorah-like structures (Supplemental
Table 1). This web-like dendritic architecture is stereotypic of a wild-
type PVD neuron.FLP sensory neurons in the head adopt a dendritic morphology similar to
PVD
We ﬁrst sought to characterize the posterior and anterior reach of
the PVD dendritic array. PVD processes extend posteriorly into the
tail. In the head region, however, PVD terminates near the base of the
pharynx (Fig. 1A). We have established that this location corresponds
to the posterior boundary of two bilaterally symmetric sensory
neurons, FLP (L+R)(White et al., 1986). Interestingly, FLP neurons
show a dendritic architecture that is strikingly similar to that of PVD
with prominent menorah-like structures located along the sublateral
nerve cords (Fig. 2B). By examining animals co-expressing dsRed
(FLP) and GFP (PVD) markers, we established that FLP and PVD
dendritic branches rarely overlap (Fig. 2C, inset). This “tiling” effect is
characteristic of functionally related sensory neurons in other species
and ensures efﬁcient coverage of the receptive ﬁeld (Parrish et al.,
2007). The similar dendritic branching patterns and distinct receptive
ﬁelds for each neuron (Fig. 2D), are consistent with evidence that FLP
and PVD function as nociceptive neurons (Albeg et al., manuscript
submitted) (Chatzigeorgiou et al., 2010) (Kaplan and Horvitz, 1993).
Fig. 1. PVD displays an elaborate dendritic arbor that envelops the animal in a net-like array. (A) Confocal image of an adult worm (anterior to left, ventral to bottom) showing the
PVD::GFP marker (arrows denotes other neurons in head and tail that express GFP). Insets show more highly magniﬁed image (B) and schematic tracing (C) of region surrounding
PVD soma. Note dendritic branches (1°, 2°, 3°, and 4°) and single ventrally projecting axon (arrowhead denotes location of ventral nerve cord). Scale bar is 15 um.
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The predictable architecture of PVD processes is suggestive of
distinct landmarks that determine the location of dendritic branches.
To test this idea, we used a panneural reporter to mark neurons (CAN,
ALA) in the lateral nerve cord. Dual color imaging of the dsRed
panneural and PVD::GFP markers conﬁrmed that PVD 1° branches are
closely apposed to the lateral nerve cord as previously observed by EM
reconstruction (Fig. 3D, H, and L) (White et al., 1986).
The panneural reporter also revealed that some PVD 2° branches
fasciculate with motor neuron commissures (Fig. 3A–L, Supplemental
movie 1). Motor neuron commissures extend around the circumference
from the ventral to dorsal sides. These commissural processes are located
directly beneath the hypodermis and course over the top of bodymuscleFig. 2. PVD dendrites tile with FLP dendritic branches in the anterior. Lateral view of adult fr
pmec- 7::RFP, (B) andmerged image (C) demonstrate that PVD dendritic branches (green) do
envelop the animal with similar dendritic branching patterns (D). Scale bar is 15 um.quadrants on dorsal and ventral sides (Fig. 3E–H)(White et al., 1986).
Confocal imaging indicates that PVD 2° branches are also located in this
subdermal region and that a signiﬁcant fraction of PVD 2° branches
fasciculate with motor neuron commissures (Fig. 3A–C, E–G, and I–K)
(Supplemental Table 1). The left and right sides contain unequal numbers
of motor neuron commissures with 7 on the left and 31 on the right
(Whiteet al., 1986). This asymmetry is also reﬂected in the fractionof PVD
secondary branches that fasciculates with motor neuron commissures
which is greater on the right (43%) than on the left (14%) (Supplemental
Table 1). This result shows that the frequency of 2° branch fasciculation is
correlated with the number of available motor neuron commissures on
each side. In both cases, however, themajority of PVDsecondarybranches
donot fasciculatewithmotorneuron commissureswhich suggests that2°
branch outgrowth may depend on separate mechanisms that either relyom left side (anterior to left, ventral to bottom). PVD::GFP (A) with FLP neuron marker,
not overlap with FLP (red) in the anterior (inset). Schematic showing that PVD and FLP
Fig. 3. PVD branches fasciculate with motor neuron commissures and sublateral nerve cords. Confocal images of PVD::GFP marker (A–D, P), panneural::dsRed (E–H, P) and merged
reporters (I–L, O, P) show PVD dendritic branches, motor neuron commissures (arrow head) and sublateral nerve cords (arrow). PVD secondary branches lie in the same plane as
motor neuron commissures as shown in rotated Z-stack from PVDR [(B, F, J)(rotated 55° on the X-axis and 45° on the y-axis)]. Rotated Z-stack of left side (ventral up) shows
circumferential 4° branches [(C, G, K (rotated 80° on X-axis and 90° on Y-axis)]. PVD 3° branches fasciculate with dorsal and ventral sublateral nerve cords (D, H, L, O)(anterior left,
ventral down). Schematic transverse section (M) shows PVD (L+R) (black) and fasciculation of some 2° branches (left) but not others (right) with motor neuron commissures
(red). Lateral view of PVDR (N, O) showing 3° branches fasciculated with sublateral nerve chords (arrow). PVDR fasciculates with processes in the sublateral nerve cords (P, arrow)
but does not contact the touch neuron, PVMR (P, arrowhead). Scale bars are 10um (A–C, E–G, I–K, O) or 15 um (D, H, L, P). See Supplemental movie 1.
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occurrenceofmorePVDsecondarybrancheson the right sidevs. the left is
consistent with a model in which fasciculation with motor neuron
commissures stabilizes 2° branches (Supplemental Table 1).We also note
that both PVDL andPVDR showagreater number of dorsally projecting 2°
branches than ventral 2° branches (Supplemental Table 1).
PVD 3° branches are consistently positioned adjacent to sublateral
nerve cords on both dorsal and ventral sides and fasciculation is
extensive along the A/P axis in these locations (Fig. 3D, H, L, andM–P).
The dorsal and ventral sublateral nerve cords are composed of
processes contributed by a small number (2–5) of neurons. These
co-linear nerve cords are discontinuouswith speciﬁc processes exiting
and new ones joining the sublaterals in the vulval region (White et al.,
1986). In the posterior, PVD 3° branches on the dorsal side fasciculate
with posterior–dorsal sublateral neurons, presumably ALN and SDQ
(Fig. 3P, dorsal arrow). 3° branches on the ventral side fasciculate with
the posterior–ventral sublateral nerve cord, likely comprised of PLN
(Fig. 3P, ventral arrow), but do not fasciculate with the more dorsally
located sublateral neuronal process of the touch neuron PLM (Fig. 3P,
arrowhead). PVD 3° branches anterior to the vulva also fasciculate
with speciﬁc sublateral processes. In this anterior region, 3° branches
on the ventral side fasciculate with ventral sublateral nerve cord
neurons, likely SIAV, SIBV, SMBC, SMDV, and PLN (Fig. 3L). On the
dorsal side, 3° branches fasciculate with the anterior-dorsal sublateral
neuronal processes of SDQ, SIAD, SIBD, SMBD and SMDD. PVD 3°branches located on the dorsal side do not fasciculate with the dorsal
sublateral process of the touch neuron ALM, which is located more
ventrally than the dorsal sublateral nerve cord (Fig. 3D, H, and L,
Supplemental ﬁgure 2). In summary, PVD 3° branches fasciculate with
either the dorsal or ventral sublateral nerve cords but different
individual neurons contribute to each of these process bundles in
anterior vs. posterior regions. Fasciculation of PVD 3° branches with
the discontinuous sublateral nerve cords could be indicative of a local
signal from surrounding tissues that guides independent outgrowth of
both sublateral nerve processes and PVD 3° branches in this location.
For example, the PVD 3° branches and sublateral nerve cords are
positioned along themedial edges of the bodymuscle quadrantswhich
are thus potential sources of a morphogenic cue. In an alternative
model, PVD 3° branches could respond directly to fasciculation signals
provided by both anterior and posterior sublateral processes.
PVD 4° branches are also located directly beneath the hypodermis
but fasciculation with motor neuron commissures is rarely observed
(Fig. 3A–L) (data not shown). PVD 4° processes originate from 3°
branches located at medial edge of the longitudinal bands of
underlying body muscle cells to produce a series of ﬁnger-like
projections that extend across the width of each body muscle
quadrant. Although the signiﬁcance of the close association of PVD
dendritic branches with body muscle cells is unclear, recent studies
showing that PVD could function as a proprioceptor suggest the
intriguing possibility that this arrangement could provide a feedback
22 C.J. Smith et al. / Developmental Biology 345 (2010) 18–33mechanism of stretch-induced PVD activity that controls body
posture (Albeg et al., manuscript submitted).PVD dendritic morphology emerges from a series of orthogonal
branching decisions
We used the PVD::GFP marker to visualize PVD dendritic
branching during development in order to provide a detailed
description of each step in PVD morphogenesis. The PVD::GFP
reporter is initially detected in the mid-L2 larva immediately after
the PVD cell soma appears in the postdeirid (Sulston and Horvitz,
1977). By the end of the L2 stage, the single PVD axon has projected to
the ventral nerve cord (Fig. 4A and B). During this period, the 1°
dendritic branches emerge from the PVD cell body to join the lateral
nerve cord, one extending toward the anterior and the other growing
posteriorly (Fig. 4A and B). The lateral and sublateral nerve cords with
which adult PVD dendritic branches fasciculate are already in place
before PVD dendritic outgrowth is initiated (Fig. 4C–F). Beginning in
the late L2 larva and continuing into the early L3, the 2° branches
emerge at periodic intervals from both the dorsal and ventral sides of
the 1° processes. In each case, 2° branches are perpendicular to the
established 1° dendritic branch. 3° branches (“base of the menorah-
like structure”) appear in the early L3 and extend along the sublateral
nerve cords (Fig. 4G and H). 3° branch outgrowth continues into the
early L4 stage when 4° dendrites begin to emerge. The mature PVD
dendritic arbor is established by the end of the L4 larval stage when it
ultimately envelops the animal in a non-overlapping web of sensory
processes (Fig. 4I and J).Fig. 4. PVD dendritic architecture is deﬁned by orthogonal branches. Confocal images (left
merged panels (E, F) demonstrate that both motor neuron commissures (arrowheads) an
branches emerge. PVD 1° branches arise in the L2 stage (A,B) followed by sequential orthogo
4° branches is largely completed by late L4 larval stage (I, J). Scale bar is 15 um.Time-lapse imaging of PVD dendritic outgrowth reveals dynamic
branching events
As described above, we deduced the order and timing of PVD
dendritic branching by observing several different animals at
successive stages during larval development. Our results are sugges-
tive of an orderly progression of dendrite outgrowth along alternating
orthogonal axes. Time-lapse imaging of single animals conﬁrmed the
successive outgrowth of dendritic branches but also revealed
important details of how these branches are generated.
In the ﬁrst instance, we noted highly dynamic outgrowth of 2°
branches throughout the anterior/posterior length of the PVD 1° process.
In L2 animals, 2° dendrites grow ventrally or dorsally toward sublateral
nerve cords. Time-lapse imaging revealed that potential 2° branches are
frequently initiated and then retracted. At periodic intervals, a subset of
these projections appears to stabilize and reach the sublateral nerve cord
whereas other nascent 2° branches in ﬂanking regions are consistently
withdrawn (Fig. 5 A, C, and D, Supplemental movie 2). This pattern of
dynamic growth is replicated at successive stages with processes
alternately extending and retracting until the ﬁnal adult pattern is
produced (Supplemental movie 3, 4, Supplemental ﬁgure 3).
As 2° dendrites approach the sublateral nerve cord, they initiate 3°
branch morphogenesis by turning 90° to project along the A/P axis. In
each case, the initial 3° process growing in either the anterior or
posterior direction is joined by a new process that sprouts at the point
of turning (Fig. 6, arrow) (Supplemental movie 3) to extend in the
opposite direction along the A/P axis. The net result is that each 3°
branch is composed of an anterior and posterior arm both emanating
from a single 2° dendrite.) and schematic tracings (right) of PVD in L2 larval stage (A, B), panneural (C, D) and
d sublateral nerve cords (arrow) are established before the majority of PVD dendritic
nal branching of 2° and 3° branches in L3 larval stage (G,H). A mature PVD neuron with
Fig. 5. Dynamic initiation of PVD secondary branches is disrupted inmec-3mutants. Confocal images and schematic tracings of PVD::GFP (green/black) and panneural::dsRed (red/gray)
(anterior left, ventral down) showthat sublateral nerve cords (arrow)andPVDaxon (arrowhead) are not altered inmec-3mutants (B) in comparison toWT(A). Images (C) and schematics
(D) from time-lapse confocal microscopy ofwt L2 larval stage demonstrate dynamic PVD 2° branches (1–3) that initiate and retract in vicinity of established 2° branches (*) over 30 min
period. Images (E) and schematics (F) of mec-3 mutants do not show PVD 2° branch initiation during 190 min of observation. Scale bar is 5 um. See Supplemental movie 2 for wt and
Supplemental movie 7 formec-3.
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with the tip of an outgrowing 3° dendrite eventually making an
orthogonal turn (see below) to project along the D/V axis (Fig. 6,
arrowhead) (Supplemental movie 3). Additional 4° branches emerge
at intervals along the length of each 3° branch (Fig. 7, arrow). PVD 4°
branches demonstrate dynamic growth, with branches initiating and
retracting throughout the L4 larval stage (Fig. 7, Supplemental
movie 5). This pattern of rapid branch initiation and withdrawal is
strikingly similar to that seen for 2° branch outgrowth during the L2
larval stage (Fig. 5 and 7, asterisk). 4° branches terminate as they
approach either the dorsal or ventral nerve cords to complete the
architecture of the menorah-like structures rooted in the PVD 1°
dendritic process (Fig. 1).
Non-overlapping dendritic architecture of PVD is established by
contact-dependent self-avoidance
In themature PVD neuron, 3° branches from adjacent menorah-like
structures point toward each other but donot touch (Fig. 1). This feature
of non-overlapping dendritic processes is a universal characteristic of
sensory neurons (Corty et al., 2009; Parrish et al., 2007) and thus
prompted us to consider a mechanism that could account for this
outcome. Two possibilities seemed likely: either PVD 3° processes (1)
stop outgrowth upon reaching a ﬁxed, mature location or (2) continue
growing until contact with the tip of a neighboring 3° branch induces
withdrawal. We used time-lapse imaging to distinguish between these
models. At the sublateral nerve cords, adjacent 3° branches initially
grow toward each other along theA/P axis. In fact, the tips of adjacent 3°
branches are frequently observed in closer proximity during larvaldevelopment than in the adult (Fig. 8, 0 min, Supplemental movie 6).
Upon contact, these sister 3° dendrites characteristically stop outgrowth
and withdraw (Fig. 8, 30 min) (Supplemental movie 6). Following
retraction, 3° dendrites remain separate and the gap between them is
preserved in the mature PVD architecture. Our results are thus
consistent with the second mechanism in which the ﬁnal length of
each 3° branch is limited by contact with an adjacent sister dendrite. In
fact, this phenomenon of self-avoidance was also observed for other
transient dendritic extensions in which dendrites rapidly withdrew
upon contact with each other or with previously established PVD
branches (Supplemental ﬁgure 3, Supplemental movies 3 and 4). We
therefore conclude that contact-dependent self-avoidance is likely to
contribute to overall non-overlapping dendritic architecture of PVD.
A gene expression proﬁle of PVD nociceptive neurons
Having deﬁned the detailed architecture and development of the
PVD sensory network, we next generated a gene expression proﬁle of
PVD in order to identify transcripts with possible roles in PVD
morphogenesis and function. For this purpose, we employed the
mRNA-tagging strategy in which an epitope-tagged poly-A-binding
protein (FLAG::PAB-1) is used to co-immunoprecipitate cell-speciﬁc
transcripts (Roy et al., 2002; Von Stetina et al., 2007b). Immunostain-
ing with anti-FLAG conﬁrmed speciﬁc expression in PVD and in OLL
neurons (Fig. 9A) as predicted for the ser2prom3 promoter used to
construct our PVD mRNA-tagging line (Tsalik and Hobert, 2003). Three
independent samples were obtained from synchronized populations of
early L4 larvae and applied to the Affymetrix Gene Chip Array. PVD-
enriched transcripts were detected by comparing these results to a
Fig. 6. PVD dendritic branches turn 90° to establish orthogonal pattern. Time-lapse
confocal images of L3 larva depict PVDL dendritic outgrowth (anterior left, ventral down).
(Top panel) PVD 2° branch makes a 90° turn (arrow) to fasciculate with sublateral nerve
cord where it becomes a 3° branch (inset, 0 min). A 3° branch with opposite polarity
emerges from the point of turning (arrow) and grows toward the posterior (60 min). 4°
branches are established by a similar mechanism (240 min) in which 4° branches at each
end of the menorah-like structure (arrowheads) are generated by 90° turns. Additional,
interstitial 4° branches emerge from the outer edge of the 3° branch. Scale bar is 5 um. See
Supplemental movie 3 for example.
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matched wild-type sample also prepared in triplicate. Statistical analysis
revealed2,213 transcripts that areenriched(≥1.5X) (Supplementalﬁle1)
and1,009depleted (≤0.66X) (Supplementalﬁle 6) in thePVD/OLLproﬁle
vs. all L3/L4 larval cells at a False Discovery Rate (FDR)≤1 % (See
Methods).Wealso identiﬁed a larger groupof 4,977 “ExpressedGenes” or
“EGs” (seeMethods) that are reliablydetectedby thePVD/OLLmicroarray
proﬁle butwhichmay also be expressed at comparable levels in other cell
types (VonStetinaet al., 2007b) (Supplementalﬁle 2).Of genespreviously
described as expressed in PVD, 14/32 (∼44%) are included in the enriched
transcripts and 20/32 (∼62%) are EGs. A smaller fraction of known OLL
genes aredetectedwith8/43 (19%)enrichedand15/43 (35%)detectedas
EGs (Supplemental ﬁle 3). Previously noted PVD genes including the
nicotinic acetylcholine receptor subunits (nAChRs) deg-3 (18X) and des-2
(17X), p21-activated kinase/PAK, max-2 (3.1X) and the homeodomain
transcription factors, mec-3 (4.9X) and unc-86 (2.6X) are especially
prominent (Lucanic et al., 2006; Way and Chalﬁe, 1989; Yassin et al.,
2001). As an additional test of the speciﬁcity of themicroarray proﬁle, we
scored in vivo expression of 18 promoter::GFP fusions for representative
genes from the list of enriched transcripts (Supplemental Table 2,
Supplemental ﬁgure 4). Of the GFP reporters tested, 44% (8/18) are
detected in PVD and 55% (10/18) are expressed in OLLwith a total of 78%
(14/18) expressed in either PVD or OLL (Supplemental Table 2). For
example, the promoter-GFP fusion for EGL-3, a proprotein convertase that
functions to process neuropeptide precursors (Kass et al., 2001), is highly
expressed in PVDwhere it outlines the dendritic networkwith strongGFP
staining (Supplemental ﬁgure 4). egl-3::GFP is also expressed in the OLL
neurons in the head (data not shown). Expression of the egl-3 GFP
reporter in the intestine and inmany additional neurons underscores the
sensitivity of themicroarray analysis to differential expression. The broad
range of enrichment (1.7X–9.4X) of the PVD or OLL-expressed GFP
reporters in this list provides a representative sample of transcripts with
differing levels of expression. Together, these GFP reporter data validatethe prediction that amajority of transcripts in thismicroarray data set are
in fact expressed in either PVD or OLL neurons in vivo. Although a
signiﬁcant fraction of transcripts in this data set may be derived fromOLL
and not PVD, on the basis of these validation experiments we estimate
that approximately half of the genes in our enriched and EG data sets are
expressed in PVD. Therefore, this list provides a useful compendium of
candidate genes to test for potential roles in PVD morphogenesis and
function.
A cutoff of≥2.5X enrichment provides a shorter list of 1,022
candidate PVD/OLL-speciﬁc genes (Supplemental ﬁle 1). This treat-
ment results in signiﬁcantly less overlap with enriched genes from
proﬁles of embryonic muscle (Fox et al., 2007) or larval intestinal cells
(Pauli et al., 2005) while retaining a robust representation of
transcripts from a microarray data set obtained from the entire C.
elegans nervous system (Watson et al., 2008) (Supplemental ﬁgure 8).
This more stringent list offers the advantage of including fewer false
positives but it also excludes transcripts with known PVD functions
(see below).
Gene families represented in the enriched PVD/OLL proﬁle
Transcripts for a wide range of protein families are included in the
enriched PVD/OLL data set (Fig. 9B) (Supplemental ﬁle 1) and may be
suggestive of speciﬁc functions. The coordinate occurrence of genes
encoding known components of the UNC-6/Netrin axon guidance
pathway is particularly striking, for example (Fig. 9B). UNC-6/Netrin
functions as an exogenous cue for cell migration, axon guidance,
neuronal asymmetry and synaptogenesis (Adler et al., 2006; Colon-
Ramos et al., 2007; Hedgecock et al., 1990; Poon et al., 2008;Wadsworth
et al., 1996). The UNC-6/Netrin receptors, UNC-5 and UNC-40/DCC and
several additional components with cytoplasmic roles in the UNC-6/
Netrin signaling pathway are also highly enriched. For example, UNC-6/
Netrin signaling is proposed to induce changes in cytoskeletal structure
by promoting CED-10/Rac1-dependent localization of MIG-10/Lamelli-
podin in axon growth cones (Quinn et al., 2008); both ced-10 andmig-10
are elevated in the PVD/OLL proﬁle. We have recently shown that
mutants for several of these components including unc-6/netrin, unc-5,
unc-40/DCC, unc-34/Ena, andmig-10/lamellopodin show similar defects
in PVD morphology that are indicative of roles in a canonical UNC-6/
Netrin signaling pathway that controls the elaboration of the PVD
dendritic arbor (C.J. Smith, J.D. Watson, D.M. Miller, unpublished data).
We also note enrichment of other classes of transcripts with potential
roles in morphogenesis including Wnt receptors (lin-18, cam-1, lin-17,
cfz-2) and receptors (eva-1, sax-3/Robo) for the axon guidance cue, SLT-
1/Slit (Supplemental ﬁle 1) (Eisenmann, 2005; Fujisawa et al., 2007).
In addition to identifying genes that govern PVD morphogenesis,
the microarray proﬁle has also detected strong candidates for roles in
PVD nociceptive function. For example, members of the DEG/ENaC
family of cation channel subunit proteins have been implicated in pain
sensation induced by either mechanical stimuli or low pH (O'Hagan
et al., 2005; Wemmie et al., 2006). The C. elegans genome encodes 28
predicted DEG/ENaC proteins (Goodman and Schwarz, 2003). Two of
these, MEC-4 and MEC-10, are expressed in the “light touch”
mechanosensory neurons (AVM, PVM, PLML, PLMR, ALML, ALMR)
where they evoke an aversive response to physical contact (O'Hagan
et al., 2005; Suzuki et al., 2003). mec-10 expression in PVD has been
previously reported (Huang and Chalﬁe, 1994) and the mec-10
transcript is enriched in the PVD/OLL proﬁle. Three additional DEG/
ENaC genes (del-1, asic-1, F25D1.4), but not mec-4, are also elevated
(Supplemental ﬁle 1). Recent work has shown that one of these DEG/
ENaC channel proteins, F25D1.4/DEGT-1, is required along with MEC-
10 to mediate a PVD-dependent response to strong mechanical
stimuli. Co-localization of DEGT-1 and MEC-10 to punctate structures
in PVD dendrites could be indicative of joint function in a
mechanoreceptor complex (Chatzigeorgiou et al., 2010). The absence
of other components of the touch neuron mechanosensory apparatus,
Fig. 7. PVD 4° branches exhibit dynamic growth. Time-lapse confocal images and schematic tracings of L4 larval stage (anterior left, ventral down) illustrating dynamic outgrowth of
4° dendrites from established 3° branches. Nascent 4° branches (0 min) continue to grow throughout the L4 stage until they produce themature menorah-like structures observed in
the adult. Arrow denotes an example of a maturing 4° branch. Asterisk (*, 0 min) indicates a nascent 4° branch that ultimately retracts (60 min). Scale bar indicates 25 um. See
Supplemental movie 5.
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accessory proteins, mec-14 and mec-18 (Gu et al., 1996), in the PVD/
OLL-enriched proﬁle (Supplemental ﬁle 1), suggests that the harsh
touch response in PVD may depend on a largely separate set of
mechanosensory factors that are not utilized in the touch neurons
(Way and Chalﬁe, 1989). For example, the stomatins, sto-4 and sto-5,
are strongly elevated in the PVD/OLL proﬁle (Supplemental ﬁle 1) but
have not been previously implicated in touch neuron function. We
also note enrichment of a C. elegans homolog (B0416.1) of a human
protein, Tmc1, associated with hereditary deafness (Kurima et al.,
2002). The role of Tmc1 in mechanosensitive cells in the human ear is
poorly understood and thus studies of B0416.1 function in C. elegans
could be useful for elucidating a cellular mechanism for Tmc1 in
auditory function.
Other candidates for nociceptive function in PVD include members of
the TRP family of cation channels. TRPproteins havebeen linked to awide
array of sensory modalities including mechanosensation, thermosensa-
tion, osmosensation andolfaction (Kahn-Kirby andBargmann, 2006;Xiao
and Xu, 2009). The C. elegans genome includesN20 genes predicted to
encode TRP-type ion channel proteins (Goodman and Schwarz, 2003;
Kahn-Kirby andBargmann, 2006; Xiao andXu, 2009). Transcripts for fourof these TRP genes, trp-2, gtl-1, gon-2, and pkd-2 are enriched in the PVD/
OLL data set (Supplemental ﬁle 1). Each of these TRP channels has been
shown to function in C. elegans in speciﬁc roles ranging frommalemating
behavior (pkd-2) (Barr et al., 2001) to adaptation to nicotine exposure
(trp-2) (Feng et al., 2006). osm-9 which has been previously shown to
function in the ciliated ASH neuron in chemotransduction and mechan-
osensation is not enriched (Colbert et al., 1997). It will be interesting to
determine if these PVD-expressed TRP genes confer additional sensory
modalities such as the response to temperature that is characteristic of
sensory neurons in other species with similarly elaborate topical
networks of dendritic processes (Tracey et al., 2003). This idea is
consistent with the recent discovery that homologs of three of these
C. elegans TRP channels, trp-2, gtl-1, and gon-2, are also prominently
represented in a gene expression proﬁle of mammalian sensory neurons
that mediate pain pathways for mechanical and thermal stimuli
(Abrahamsen et al., 2008). A signiﬁcant fraction of additional classes of
ion channels and receptor proteins from themammalian nociceptor data
set are also represented in the enriched PVD/OLL proﬁle (Supplemental
ﬁle 5).
Mechanical stimulation of PVD evokes avoidance behavior in
which the animal moves away from the point of contact (Way and
Fig. 8. PVD tertiary branches demonstrate contact-dependent self-avoidance. Time-lapse confocal images of L3 larval stage (anterior left, ventral down) PVD 3° branches growing
toward each other (0–27.5 min, arrow indicates gap between branches), achieving contact (30 min, arrowhead) and then retracting (32.5–35 min) to leave intervening space
(arrow). This spacing is preserved in the adult PVD dendritic network. Scale bar is 5 um. See Supplemental movie 6.
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PVC and AVA in the ventral nerve cord could mediate this response
(White et al., 1986) although the role of these connections has not
been directly tested. We note that several neuropeptide-encoding
transcripts are enriched in PVD and could also modulate motor circuit
behavior (Supplemental Table 3). Indeed, the preproconvertase, egl-3,
shows strong expression in PVD and has been previously shown to
mediate the response to body touch (Supplemental ﬁle 1, Supple-
mental ﬁgure 4) (Kass et al., 2001).
The MEC-3 homeodomain transcription factor is required for the
initiation of PVD 2° branch outgrowth
Extensive genetic studies have documented the key roles of
transcription factors in sensory neuron morphogenesis (Grueber
et al., 2003a; Kim et al., 2006; Moore et al., 2002; Parrish et al., 2006,
2007). As a ﬁrst step toward identifying speciﬁc transcription factors
that control PVD morphogenesis, we compiled a list of 112
transcription factor-encoding genes that are≥2X enriched in the
PVD/OLL data set (Table 1) (Supplemental ﬁle 4). This list includes a
diverse array of transcription factor families with the largest groups
represented by nuclear hormone receptors and homedomain pro-
teins. One of the most highly enriched (∼5X) homeodomain proteins,
MEC-3, is the only transcription factor in our data set that has been
previously shown to affect PVD morphology. The complex PVD
dendritic arbor is largely absent in mec-3 mutants imaged with the
ser2prom3::GFP reporter gene (Tsalik et al., 2002). We have conﬁrmed
this result with our PVD::GFPmarkerwhich shows that the single PVD
axon and 1° dendritic process appear normal in mec-3(e1338) but
higher order branches (2°, 3°, 4°) are missing (Fig. 5B). To explore the
potential origin of the mec-3 PVD branching defect, we initially used
the pan neural dsRed marker to visualize other neuronal processes
that PVD dendrites contact during outgrowth. These images showed
that the lateral nerve cord (fasciculates with PVD 1° branch), motor
neuron commissures (fasciculate with subset of PVD 2° branches) and
dorsal and ventral sublateral nerve cords (fasciculate with PVD 3°
branches) are intact in the mec-3(e1338) mutant (Fig. 5A and B).
These results are consistent with a cell-autonomous role for mec-3 inpromoting PVD dendritic branching. As reported above, in wild-type
animals, branches are actively extended and retracted along the
length of the 1° dendrite throughout the L2 and L3 larval stages. A
subset of these nascent 2° branches is stabilized and contacts the
sublateral nerve cords whereas others emerging from nearby regions
during this time eventually collapse (Fig. 5 C and D, Supplemental
movie 2). We therefore hypothesized that mec-3 mutants are either
(1) unable to stabilize 2° branches or (2) are defective in 2° branch
initiation. We used time-lapse imaging to distinguish between these
alternative models. These experiments showed that the PVD 1°
dendritic process is remarkably quiescent in mec-3 mutants with
virtually no saltatory branching even during extended periods (e.g.,
10 h) of observation (Fig. 5E and F, Supplemental movie 7). This result
supports the hypothesis that MEC-3 is required for the initiation of
PVD 2° dendrite outgrowth.
A targeted RNAi screen of transcription factors genes reveals regulators
of PVD dendritic morphogenesis
We used RNAi to test other≥2X enriched transcription factors in
our microarray data set for roles in PVD morphogenesis (Supplemen-
tal ﬁle 4). We selected late L4 larvae (F1 progeny of RNAi-treated
parents) for screening with the idea that the appearance of the ﬁnal
structure could reveal transcription factors with roles at any stage of
PVD morphogenesis. RNAi with empty vector served as a negative
control and consistently resulted in a wild-type PVD dendritic
architecture (Fig. 10A and B). mec-3 RNAi-treated animals displayed
fewer dendritic branches after RNAi treatment (Fig. 10E and F). As
expected, the Mec-3 RNAi phenotype was less severe than that of
mec-3 mutants in which the 1° process shows virtually no branching
activity (Fig. 5B). Of the 86 transcription factors screened via RNAi,
nine resulted in PVD defects. In most cases, corresponding genetic
mutants were examined to conﬁrm the RNAi defect. Two additional
transcription factor determinants of PVD morphology (ahr-1 and egl-
46) that did not produce RNAi phenotypes were detected in genetic
mutants for a total of eleven transcription factor genes includingmec-
3 that regulate some aspect of PVD differentiation or morphogenesis
(Table 2) (Supplemental ﬁle 4).
Fig. 9. Expression proﬁle reveals transcripts for PVD/OLL-enriched gene families. (A) Anti- FLAG immunostaining of L4 larval stage animal shows speciﬁc ser-2 prom3B::FLAG::PAB-1
expression in PVD (L and R) (box, inset) and OLL (L and R). Scale bar is 25 um. (B) Genes (with Wormbase annotation) encoding transcripts with elevated expression (1.5X) in the
PVD/OLLmicroarray data set organized according to protein families or functional groups. Numbers denote genes in each group. (Table Inset) Enrichment of axon guidance proteins,
including multiple UNC-6/Netrin pathway transcripts, enriched in the PVD/OLL microarray.
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homedomain proteins, appears to have an early role as PVD is either
not detected or shows an unbranched architecture in lin-39 RNAi-
treated animals (Fig. 10C). The Lin-39 PVD-defective phenotype is
consistent with the established role of LIN-39 in the speciﬁcation of
cell fates in the mid body region of C. elegans (Clark et al., 1993). RNAi
knock down of unc-86 (POU homeodomain) phenocopies the mec-3
mutant with an unbranched 1° dendrite. The unc-86mutant, however,
is more severely affected; the PVD soma and axonal projection to the
ventral cord are normal but the 1° dendritic process fails to emerge
(data not shown). This result indicates that UNC-86 is required forinitiating dendritic outgrowth and is consistent with an earlier report
that unc-86 activates mec-3 expression in PVD (Way and Chalﬁe,
1989) (Table 2).
The ZAG-1 transcription factor (homeodomain) (Clark and Chiu,
2003) displays a unique mutant phenotype in which two apparent
PVDR neurons are consistently observed on the right side of the
animal whereas PVDL on the left side is not duplicated. The striking
asymmetry of the Zag-1 defect offers an explanation for a previous
report of incompletely penetrant duplication of PVD in zag-1mutants
(Wacker et al., 2003). Other transcription factors detected in our
screen appear to affect successive steps in the placement or
Table 1
Transcription factor families. 112 Transcription factors that are≥2X enriched in the
PVD/OLL proﬁle versus all larval cells. Transcription factors are grouped according to
shared homology of function. General transcription refers to factors with broad roles in
transcription. Other includes sequences with weak homology to transcription factor
motifs. (Established by BLAST searches at NCBI).
Family/domain # in PVD data set
Nuclear hormone receptors 27
Homeobox 16
General transcription 12
















Mlx interactors and related transcription factors 1
NGF1-A binding protein domain 1
Nuclear factor erythroid 2-realted factor 2 1
PAX and HOX domains 1
TBX2 and related T-box transcription factors 1
TEAD family 1
Other 5
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developmental role of these transcription factors, we noted the larval
stage at which the RNAi phenotype initially appeared. Misplacement
of the 1° branch in dpl-1 RNAi-treated animals is observed during the
L2 stage, which suggests that DPL-1 (E2F-like protein) functions early
in PVDmorphogenesis to regulate targets that guide initial outgrowth
along the lateral nerve cord. Other transcription factors appear to
deﬁne the overall number of 2° branches with unc-30 (Pitx home-
odomain)(Jin et al., 1994) and egl-46 (Zn ﬁnger/Nerﬁn) (Wu et al.,
2001) mutants showing fewer 2° branches (Fig. 10G and H)
(Supplemental ﬁgure 5) and ahr-1 animals displaying an increased
number of 2° dendrites (Fig. 10I and J) (Supplemental ﬁgure 5). The
role of ahr-1 (aryl-hydrocarbon receptor) in this case is intriguing
because its Drosophila homolog, Spineless (SS), also controls the
complexity of sensory neuron dendritic branching (Kim et al., 2006).
The importance of transcription to later stages of PVD morphogenesis
is revealed by 3° branch defects in atf-2 (bZip superfamily) mutant
and in thoc-2 (general transcription) deﬁcient animals. In both cases,
3° branches are elongated and frequently overlap (Fig. 10K and L). The
apparent failure of the contact-dependent self-avoidance mechanism
indicates that atf-2 and thoc-2 may control downstream genes that
mediate this characteristic feature of 3° branchmorphogenesis. thoc-2
RNAi-treated animals also frequently show other PVD defects
including misplaced 1° processes and a general failure to elaborate
dendritic branches anterior to the PVD soma. Lastly, one of the
transcription factor mutants detected in our screen, egl-44 (TEAD
domain) (Wu et al., 2001) did not demonstrate any obvious PVD
dendritic defects during early development but showed extensive
ectopic branching in the adult stage (Supplemental ﬁgure 6). Thus,
egl-44must normally act to limit excessive branching at later stages of
development. We note that many of the ectopic branches observed in
egl-44 mutants appear to overlap which could mean that egl-44 also
regulates target genes that function in the self-avoidance mechanism
that maintains the discrete sensory ﬁeld for each dendritic branch in
the PVD arbor. In the future, it will be important to conﬁrm the cell-
autonomous roles of these transcription factors in PVD morphogen-esis. For example, UNC-30 is highly expressed in GABAergic motor
neurons where it is required for outgrowth of commissures to the
dorsal side of the animal (Jin et al., 1994; McIntire et al., 1992). Thus,
in this case, the loss of PVD 2° branches in unc-30 mutants could
derive from either a necessary function in PVD or from indirect
elimination of motor neuron commissures that normally guide 2°
branch outgrowth.
Other genes with roles in PVD morphogenesis
Having identiﬁed a speciﬁc subset of transcription factors in
the PVD/OLL data set with roles in dendritic morphogenesis, we
next tested selected members of other protein classes for similar
functions. A total of 15 additional genes with roles in PVD morpho-
genesis were detected by either RNAi or with genetic mutants
(Supplemental ﬁgure 7, Supplemental Table 4). An important role
for GTPase dependent signaling pathways is suggested by the ﬁnding
that mutations in three different guanine nucleotide exchange factors
(GEFs) (C11D9.1, uig-1 and sos-1) result in PVD defects. These results
suggest that a systematic mutant or RNAi analysis of genes in the
microarray proﬁle should reveal additional components of pathways
that direct PVD dendritic morphogenesis.
Discussion
Nociceptive function depends on elaborate networks of dendritic
processes adjacent to the skin (McGlone and Spence, 2010). The
complexity of this architecture and the general inaccessibility of sensory
neurons to real time studies of morphogenesis have hindered the
elucidationof cell biologicalmechanisms that governdendritic branching.
Here we describe a model nociceptor, the PVD neuron in C. elegans, that
displays a complex but highly ordered sensory arbor and show that the
generation of this network can be readily studied by dynamic imaging
methods. This approach has revealed the step-wise emergence of PVD
branches during development and identiﬁed external landmarks that
correspond to key branch points. Our observations suggest that the ﬁnal
pattern of PVD branches also depends on an intrinsicmechanism of error
correction in which sister dendrites avoid contact with each other. To
identify genes with potential roles in dendritic morphogenesis, we
generated a cell-speciﬁc expression proﬁle that includes N2,000 PVD-
enriched transcripts. Selected genes in this list were ablated by RNAi or in
mutants to identify eleven transcription factor proteins and representa-
tive members of other functional protein classes with a range of speciﬁc
roles in PVD morphogenesis.
The PVD dendritic arbor is generated by a series of deﬁned branching
decisions
Our observations show that the PVD dendritic arbor arises from a
series of ordered branching decisions that correspond to speciﬁc
stages of larval development. Dendritic outgrowth is initiated in late
L2 larvae and continues throughout the L3 and L4 stages until the
mature PVD morphology is achieved in the adult. Because PVD and its
dendritic arbor are located near the surface, all of these branching
events are readily observed in a live animal and can be catalogued by
time-lapse imaging. A comparison of PVDmorphology to the structure
of the C. elegans nervous system showed that speciﬁc PVD dendrites
are closely apposed to external nerve fascicles. These interactions are
extensive and involve the 1° PVD processes which extend along the
lateral nerve cord, a subset of 2° dendrites which fasciculate with
motor neuron commissures and 3° branches that are in contact with
sublateral nerves throughout their length. An interesting question to
address in the future is whether these nerve cords serve as landmarks
for PVD branching and outgrowth by providing local guidance cues.
The cell biological mechanisms that drive PVD branching are
unknown but could involve different components for separate
Fig. 10. Transcription factors enriched in PVD expression proﬁle control dendritic morphogenesis. Confocal images (left) and schematics (right) of RNAi-treated animals expressing
PVD::GFP marker (anterior left, ventral down). (A, B) Empty vector (EV)-treated negative control. Positive control, mec-3 RNAi (E-F), results in reduced 2° and 3° branches. lin- 39
RNAi-treated animals (C, D) do not show PVD neurons (open circle indicates location of wt PVD cell body, arrow points to tail neuron that also expresses PVD::GFPmarker). Mutants
egl- 46(gk692) shows fewer 2° branches (G, H) and ahr-1(ju145) displays increased numbers of 2° branches (I, J) (Supplemental ﬁgure 5). thoc-2 RNAi results in overgrowth of 3°
dendrites and disrupts anterior branching (K,L). Proposed temporal order of transcription factor function during PVD morphogenesis (M). (Table 2).
29C.J. Smith et al. / Developmental Biology 345 (2010) 18–33branching events. This idea derives from the distinct spatial environ-
ments occupied by each of the branches and from the characteristic
manner in which each arises. 1° branches grow out from opposite sidesof the PVD soma and project either anteriorly or posteriorly along the
lateral nerve cord. In contrast, 2° branches emerge at interstitial
locations along the length of the 1° process and grow in either the
Table 2
Transcription factors that regulate PVD morphology. (DM=D. melanogaster, MM=M. musculus, HS=H. sapiens).
Gene Family/domain Enrichment Orthologues RNAi Mutant Phenotype
lin-39 HOX homeodomain 4.4 Scr (DM)/Hox-B5 (HS) + ND No PVD
zag-1 Homeodomain 3.4 Afh-1 (DM) + + Posterior defects, PVD duplicated on right side
unc-86 POU homeodomain 2.6 Acj6 (DM)/ Brn3a (MM) + + Unbranched 1° dendrite
dpl-1 E2F-like protein 2.8 Dp (DM) + ND Misguided 1° branch
mec-3 LIM homeodomain 4.9 Lim-1 (DM) /Lhx5 (HS) + + Unbranched 1° dendrite
unc-30 Homeodomain 2.1 Pitx-1 (DM) /Pit1 (HS) + + Fewer 2° branches
ahr-1 Aryl-hydrocarbon receptor 3 Spineless/SS (DM) - + Increased number of 2° branches
egl-46 Zinc Finger 3.6 nerﬁn 2A (DM) - + Fewer 2° branches
atf-2 bZip Superfamily 2.3 + ND Overlapping 3° branches
thoc-2 General Transcription 2.0 Tho2 (DM) + ND Overlapping 3° branches
egl-44 TEAD 3.9 Sd(DM)/TEF-3 (MM) + + Ectopic branching
30 C.J. Smith et al. / Developmental Biology 345 (2010) 18–33dorsal or ventral directions. The orthogonal switch in the geometry of
thesebranchingpatterns is suggestive of a temporal change in either the
intrinsic polarity of dendritic outgrowth and/or the responsiveness to
external cues. The potential existence of diverse dendritic branching
mechanisms is also suggested by the observation from time-lapse
imaging of two distinct modes of 3° branch outgrowth. A 3° process is
initially generated as a 2° branch that turns at the sublateral nerve to
extend in either the anterior or posterior direction. An additional branch
then sprouts from the point of turning to grow in the opposite A/P
direction and thus form the other arm of each 3° dendrite (Fig. 6).
Although it seems likely that the turning and branching events may be
triggered by a common signal, perhaps provided by the sublateral nerve
cord, these cell biological responses are distinct and thus could employ
subsets of unique components.
The overall shape and extent of the PVD sensory arbor may also
depend on negative cues that constrain dendritic growth.We note, for
example, that PVD processes do not extend into the head region
occupied by the FLP neurons. FLP and PVD display dendritic arbors
with similar branching patterns (Fig. 2) and both mediate nociceptive
responses to mechanical force (Kaplan and Horvitz, 1993; Way and
Chalﬁe, 1989) (Chatzigeorgiou et al., 2010). The “tiling” pattern of
dendritic arborization that PVD and FLP display in which sensory
neurons of a given functional class occupy discrete topical domains is
widely observed andmay depend onmutual inhibition by outgrowing
dendrites from adjacent neurons (Corty et al., 2009). InDrosophila, the
Ig protein, Turtle mediates homophilic interactions that maintain
separate sensory ﬁelds for neighboring R7 photoreceptors (Ferguson
et al., 2009). An unknown negative cue also mediates this behavior in
C. elegans and Drosophila in a shared signaling pathway involving the
conserved components Furry/sax-1 and Tricorner/sax-2 (Emoto et al.,
2004, 2006; Gallegos and Bargmann, 2004). We note that both Furry/
sax-1 and Tricorner/sax-2 are enriched in the PVDmicroarray data set
(Supplemental ﬁle 1) and are thus candidates for regulators of PVD
dendritic outgrowth.
Additional evidence of negative regulation of dendritic outgrowth
derived fromour time-lapse imaging results showing thatPVDdendritic
branches are actively repelled by contact with each other (Fig. 8,
Supplemental ﬁgure 3, Supplemental movies 3, 4 and 6). This
phenomenon of self-avoidance is commonly employed by sensory
neurons and serves toprevent overlapping coverage of a given receptive
ﬁeld by sister dendrites from the same neuron (Grueber et al., 2003b;
Sugimura et al., 2004). Studies in Drosophila have shown that the cell
surface Ig superfamily proteins, Dscam and Turtle, mediate dendritic
self-avoidance (Long et al., 2009; Matthews et al., 2007). Neither of
these proteins is encoded by the C. elegans genome, however, and thus
alternative repulsive cues are likely utilized in PVD. These effectors of
PVDdendritic self-avoidance could be potentially detected by genetic or
RNAi ablation of candidate cell surface receptors (Fig. 9) that are
enriched in the PVD microarray data set (Supplemental ﬁle 1). For
example, a recent report (Oren-Suissa et al., 2010) has shown that the
enriched (5X) cell surface fusogen, EFF-1, is required for a globalmechanismof error correction that limits the outgrowth and stability of
ectopic PVDdendritic branches. The transcription factors, thoc-2and atf-
2, which appear to prevent overgrowth of adjacent 3° branches (Fig. 10,
Table 2) are strong candidates for regulators of additional downstream
components that mediate dendritic self-avoidance.
Having considered patterning mechanisms that involve extracel-
lular cues or contact-dependent interactions among sister dendrites,
we also suggest the possibility of internal cytoplasmicmechanisms for
limiting dendritic outgrowth. Over half of the 2° branches and most of
the 4° branches do not fasciculate with external nerve cords and thus
are unlikely to follow speciﬁc paths deﬁned by previously established
external structures (Supplemental Table 1). The regular spacing of 2°
and 4° branches (Supplemental ﬁgure 1) could be indicative,
however, of negative signals from established PVD processes that
prevent the formation of additional stable branches in ﬂanking
regions. Mutual contact-dependent withdrawal of adjacent branches
that deviate from parallel outgrowth could also contribute to this ﬁnal
pattern as seen for the comb cell in the leech (Baker and Macagno,
2007).
Transcription factors regulate speciﬁc steps in PVD dendritic
morphogenesis. RNAi and genetic ablation of transcription factors
identiﬁed in the PVD microarray proﬁle detected eleven genes with
roles in PVD dendritic morphogenesis (Table 2). For two of these
transcription factors, UNC-86 (POU homeodomain) and MEC-3 (LIM
homeodomain), our results conﬁrm earlier ﬁndings of PVD expression
and necessary roles in PVD differentiation and function (Tsalik et al.,
2003;Way andChalﬁe, 1989). The PVDphenotypes of unc-86 andmec-3
mutants are consistent with a model in which unc-86 acts ﬁrst to
promote 1° branchoutgrowth followed bymec-3which then initiates 2°
branching. The apparently sequential roles of unc-86 andmec-3 in PVD
morphogenesis parallel their functions in the differentiation of the
mechanosensory or touch neurons. In both cell types, unc-86 is required
for mec-3 expression (Way and Chalﬁe, 1989). In the touch neurons,
UNC-86 also functions with MEC-3 in a heterodimeric complex to co-
regulate shared targets genes(Duggan et al., 1998; Xue et al., 1993). The
roles of unc-86 andmec-3 in PVD vs. the touch neurons are also likely to
differ. Only four of eleven canonical “mec” genes thatmec-3 regulates in
the touch neurons to mediate mechanosensitive function (Way and
Chalﬁe, 1989;Zhanget al., 2002),mec-3,mec-10,mec-12andmec-17, are
detected in the enriched PVD/OLL data set (Supplemental ﬁle 1)
(Supplemental Table 5).Moreover,mec-3promotesdendritic branching
in PVD (Tsalik et al., 2003) but clearly does not activate a comparable
pathway in the touch neurons which normally adopt a simple, bipolar
morphology (White et al., 1986). This difference in the morphogenic
roles of mec-3 in distinct sets of C. elegans sensory neurons is also
observed for the Spineless transcription factor in Drosophilawhichmay
either promote or inhibit dendritic branching in separate sensory
neuron types (Kim et al., 2006). These disparate outcomes are proposed
to result from combinatorial interactions with other classes of
transcription factors (Crews and Brenman, 2006). The key role of
transcriptional control of dendritic branching is strikingly evident from
31C.J. Smith et al. / Developmental Biology 345 (2010) 18–33the results of a genome-wide RNAi screen in Drosophila that
uncoveredN75 transcription factors that govern sensory neuron
morphogenesis (Parrish et al., 2009). Our more limited RNAi screen
revealed eleven transcription factors with morphogenic roles in PVD;
experiments with mutants which typically display more penetrant
phenotypes than RNAi knockdown are likely to detect additional
transcription factors with necessary roles in PVD differentiation. The
transcription factors that we have uncovered appear to act at different
stages of PVDmorphogenesis. This ﬁnding suggests that the generation
of the PVD dendritic array is tightly regulated by an intricate genetic
program and thus that the discovery of transcription factor targets in
these pathways would provide a critical link between the regulation of
gene expression and cell biological processes that control dendritic
morphology. For example, the mechanisms that drive dendritic branch
initiation are poorly understood. Our studies indicate that the MEC-3
transcription factor is required for the initiation of PVD branching and
thus is likely to control target genes with direct roles in this
morphogenic event. The mRNA-tagging method is well-suited to this
problem and could be used to compare PVD microarray proﬁles of
mutant (e.g., mec-3) vs. wild-type to uncover these key downstream
effector genes (Von Stetina et al., 2007a).
In addition to sharing morphological similarities with nociceptors
in other organisms, PVD may also utilize common sets of genes for
differentiation and function. At least two of the transcription factors
uncovered in our RNAi screen for PVD morphogenic defects, unc-86/
Brn3a/acj6 and ahr-1/Spineless, are also known to govern sensory
neuron dendritic morphogenesis in other species (Supplemental
ﬁgure 5) (Ichikawa et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2006; Komiyama and Luo,
2007). In addition, a signiﬁcant fraction of ion channel components
known to be expressed in mammalian nociceptors are also detected
in the PVD microarray data set (Abrahamsen et al., 2008).
These shared proteins include members of the TRP family of ion
channels with established roles in mechanosensation and nociception
(Supplemental ﬁle 5). The striking contact-dependent mechanisms of
error correction that we have documented for the PVD neuron in C.
elegans are likely to be universally employed by sensory neurons in
other species that characteristically establish non-overlapping den-
dritic ﬁelds (Grueber et al., 2003b; Sugimura et al., 2003). Taken
together, these results indicate that the C. elegans PVD neuron affords
an attractive model for deﬁning fundamental mechanisms of
nociceptor differentiation and function. This work provides a detailed
structural, developmental, and molecular foundation for these
studies.
Methods
Nematode strains and genetics
The wild-type C. elegans Bristol strain N2 was used for all
experiments and cultured as previously described (Brenner, 1974).
Also used in this study were mutants: CZ2485 ahr-1 (ju145), FX00321
ceh-38 (tm321), FX00237 ceh-48 (tm237), MT2246 egl-43 (n1079),
MT2247 egl-44 (n1080),MT2243 egl-46 (n1076),GR1373 eri-1 (mg366),
VC349 lim-9 (gk210), CB1338 mec-3 (e1338), CB845 unc-30 (e191),
CB1416 unc-86 (e1416), RB774 zfp-1 (ok554), VH4 zag-1 (rh315); rhIs4.
The following transgenic strains were used: NC1733 (otIs173, F25B3.3::
dsred; wdIs52, F49H12.4::gfp+unc-119), NC1686 (wdIs51, F49H12.4::
GFP+unc119), NC1687 (wdIs52, F49H12.4::gfp+unc119), NC1841
(wdIs52, F49H12.4::gfp; rwIs1, pmec-7::RFP), NC1908 (wdEx240, myo-
3::dsRed; wdIs52, F49H12.4::gfp).
GFP reporter strains for transcripts enriched in the PVD/OLL data set
were obtained from the British Columbia C. elegans Gene Expression
Consortiumandare listed in Supplemental Table 2. Someof thenematode
strains were provided by the Caenorhabditis Genetics Center, which is
funded by the NIH National Center for Research Resources (NCRR). All
studies in this work used C. elegans hermaphrodites.Confocal microscopy
Nematodes were immobilized with 15 mM levamisole on a 2%
agarose pad in M9 buffer. Images were obtained in a Leica TCS SP5
confocal microscope. Z-stacks were collected with either 40X (1 um/
step) or 63X (0.75 um/step) objectives; single plane projections were
generatedwith LeicaApplicationSuiteAdvancedFluorescence software.
Time-lapse imaging
Nematodes were immobilized with a 15 mM levamisole/0.05%
tricaine mix on a 2% agarose pad, all of which was diluted with M9
buffer. Slideswere sealedwith 1:1 vasoline/paraplast tissue embedding
medium (Gabel et al., 2008). For each time point, the 40X or 63X
objective was used to collect a Z-stack (0.75 um/step) spanning the
focal depth of the PVD neuron and its dendritic branches. Dendritic
branchoutgrowth at each timepointwas evaluated fromaZ-projection.
Larval stages were identiﬁed from morphological features: L2 (post-
deirid) (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977); L3, L4, and young adult (vulval
development) (Inoue et al., 2005). At least three independent movies
veriﬁed each example of dynamic dendritic growth described in this
report.
PVD expression proﬁling
The 1.6 kb ser-2prom3B promoter fragment was ampliﬁed from
genomic DNA using the primers: ser-2prom3-sal-1 (5′-
CGAAACGCTGTCGACTTCAACTGTAGGCG-3′) and ser-2prom3-p2b
(5′- GGTACCGTTGTGATGTCACAAAAATATGCC-3′) adding a KpnI site
to the 3′ end (Tsalik et al., 2003). The resultant PCR product was
cloned into pCR2.1-TOPO to generate the plasmid pWCS5 (Invitro-
gen). pWCS5 and the 3X::FLAG::PAB-1 plasmid pSV15 were digested
with BamHI and KpnI and ligated to generate the ser-2prom3B::3X-
FLAG::PAB-1 mRNA-tagging construct pWCS8 (Von Stetina et al.,
2007a). The transgenic line, NC221, was obtained by co-bombard-
ment of pWCS8 with the co-selectable marker unc-119(+) minigene
plasmid (MM051) (Maduro and Pilgrim, 1995). PVD and OLL
expression of 3X FLAG was conﬁrmed by immunostaining. PVD/OLL
transcripts were obtained from synchronized early L4 larvae by the
mRNA-tagging strategy (Von Stetina et al., 2007b). A reference RNA
sample was obtained from total L3-L4 larval cells. Three independent
biological replicates were generated for both the PVD/OLL and
reference samples. RNA (25 ng) ampliﬁed by the WT-Pico method
(Watson et al., 2008), labeled and hybridized to the Affymetrix Gene
Chip array. Data sets were normalized by RMA and transcripts
showing relative PVD enrichment (≥1.5X) vs. the reference sample
were identiﬁed by SAM analysis (False Discovery Rate, FDRb1%) as
described (Fox et al., 2005). Expressed genes (EGs) were estimated as
previously described (Von Stetina et al., 2007b).
RNAi screen for PVD morphological defects
eri-1 (mg366); wdIs52 animals were used for RNAi transcription
factor screening. Bacterial clones from an RNAi library (Kamath and
Ahringer, 2003) were grown overnight at 37 °C. 200 ul of overnight
culture was seeded to β-lactose NGM-lite plates (Golden and
O'Connell, 2007). The plates were incubated at room temperature
for 3 days for induction of dsRNA expression. L4 larval stage
hermaphrodites were picked to the RNAi plates and grown at 21C
until the F1 progeny were at the L4 larval stage. F1 progeny at the L4
larval stage were mounted on slides as above and viewed in a Zeiss
Axiovert 200 M microscope. ≥20 hermaphrodites were screened for
each RNAi clone. A clone that disrupted PVD morphology inN1 animal
in each of three independent screenings was considered a positive hit.
RNAi clones with effects on PVD morphology were conﬁrmed by DNA
sequencing. Mutants for speciﬁc transcription factors were crossed
32 C.J. Smith et al. / Developmental Biology 345 (2010) 18–33into the PVD::GFP strain NC1687 and examined as adults for PVD
defects (Table 2). Mutant alleles of dpl-1 (sterile), atf-2, and thoc-2
(sterile/lethal) were not examined.
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